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Can Other White-Collar Offenders Benefit From a 
President’s Defense Strategies? 
By Joel Cohen 

Some white-collar offenders, particularly those with considerable resources and bravado may think that just 
like the president, they can weather an oncoming storm. 

he answer to the question posed by the title is clear: “Obviously not. He’s the President, damn it.” Why 
would any white-collar offender facing potential charges, no matter how wealthy, popular or well-
connected, ever think that he’s even in the same ballpark as this particular former president may be 

when January 20 rolls around? 

Still, some white-collar offenders, particularly those with considerable resources and bravado may think that 
just like the president, they can weather an oncoming storm. After all, “I’ve got a lot of dough, and my lawyers 
are well connected—and killers.” 

So, first thing, put aside any view that (soon-to-be-former) President Trump might or should be prosecuted for 
his actions as president—Ukraine; firing James Comey; Russian 2016 election interference. He’s not getting 
prosecuted for any of that. Mueller’s ship, mutinied by Attorney General Barr, has sailed. So, to put the non-
president offender on a level playing field, consider here only Trump trying to fend off prosecution for his 
conduct as a civilian businessman—largely, tax or financial wrongdoing before his 2017 inauguration. 

But let’s humor ourselves for a moment and assume Trump thinks that a Biden Justice Department might 
want to pursue him for non-presidency crimes. Trump has hinted that he possesses the unique ability to 
pardon himself for any federal crime even if he is not yet charged, even if there’s a question as to its 
enforceability. But, assume he goes forward. Even if the courts ultimately find the pardon invalid, the litigation 
over it will go on and on, and on. An incoming Attorney General, for that reason alone, may well choose to not 
further polarize the country by going down that road. Only a former president can possibly pull that off and no 
attorney general worth his salt would stand down for any lesser figure thinking he can litigate forever. 

Furthermore, an incoming president would likely be disinclined to “go backwards” and indict a former 
president who lost a reelection bid, which might potentially make him a martyr to his base. And, the same 
considerations would apply if the President decided to pardon his adult children. Courts aren’t generally 
sympathetic to attacks on the pardon power, however repugnant the concept of a president pardoning his 
own children might be. Indeed, no other white-collar offender would have the unique ability to secure a 
pardon for himself or any potential witness against him, including his lawyer, for federal crimes. Non-former 
president: this won’t help you. 
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But let’s look beyond. Nearly anyone following the President’s legal battles knows that the New York County 
District Attorney has long been long investigating the President for New York state financial crimes. Agreed, a 
president can’t pardon himself or anyone else for those alleged crimes. Still, he has managed to litigate the 
hell out of the document subpoenas issued to his company, his accountant and his bank. No other criminal 
target—not you, sir—possesses the ability to endlessly litigate and appeal and appeal and appeal, ultimately 
to the Supreme Court if necessary. No other litigant will receive the courts’ indulgence. Even if they ultimately 
reject Trump’s questionable legal claims and appeals, the courts will hear what he has to argue. 

Beyond that, the President has mustered the ability to actually engage (maybe, direct) the Justice Department 
to litigate for him personally, a strategy impliedly countenanced by the Supreme Court. If a typical criminal 
target’s bank of choice is subpoenaed, the bank may move to quash or modify the subpoena, against the state 
and alongside the target himself. Good enough, but the Justice Department would never become involved. 

What has transpired here has uniquely been made available to a president under investigation by state 
authorities. That is, the Justice Department has argued for Trump in opposition to the New York County 
District Attorney’s subpoenas—a pretty powerful voice, whether or not Trump ultimately succeeds. Yes, after 
January 20, the incoming U. S. Attorney General will not permit that—but, still, Trump has gained the benefit 
of that strategy and has kept the documents under wraps for a long period of time. 

Yes, white-collar offenders with sufficient funds do retain counsel with abilities that go way beyond what an 
impoverished or even middle-class offender can muster. They can fight subpoenas, employ fifth amendment 
rights in imaginative ways and place potential witnesses in the “friendly” hands of separate counsel, often 
paying the witnesses’ legal fees—all to fend off criminal prosecutions, often successfully. But look what the 
President has managed to do. 

And furthermore, attorneys for non-president clients won’t have the capacity—as Trump will surely 
demonstrate even after January 20—to continue to fight potential charges that are totally unrelated to his 
presidency. So, even if the District Attorney seeks to charge Trump with pre-presidency financial misconduct, 
as is most likely if the DA brings charges, Trump will ably, and over extended periods of time, seek vindication 
in the appellate courts employing his status as a former president. 

For example, count on Trump claiming (somewhat ionically) after January 20, that the delay by prosecutors in 
filing charges until then, if indeed they are brought, was strategic—the District Attorney’s decision to try his 
case against a failed president who lost his office. If Trump loses a motion to dismiss, Trump, any president, 
will appeal, arguing that the prosecution is politically and discriminatorily motivated. He will lose, but the 
courts will accord a former president wide latitude to make these arguments precisely because he was 
president. 

No one else will be able to make such arguments and in that manner accomplish delay, delay, delay. Despite 
the fact that the constitutional right to a speedy trial intends to benefit an accused, most everyone in the 
game realizes that an accused generally benefits from delay—as will Trump if he is charged. Just imagine any 
other offender trying to pull off what the President will. 

If Donald Trump is ever criminally charged after this long haul, it will likely be by the New York County District 
Attorney. Not a home court advantage for Trump—he, concededly, is not well liked by New Yorkers. Consider 
the litigation over that very limited issue alone. Changes of venue are almost never granted in New York, and 
virtually no other criminal defendant would succeed in trying it. But what about Donald Trump? So, what can 
civilian Donald Trump do that virtually no other accused can do? A whole variety of things. 

For what it’s worth, I personally don’t want to see Trump prosecuted, even though I’m ardently anti-Trump—
for reasons having nothing to do his guilt or innocence. And there may be many people who might one day be 
sitting in a courtroom summoned for jury duty, even in New York County, who feel the same way. Would any 
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white-collar defendant other than a former president have the benefit of a prosecutor’s fear of losing even to 
an unpopular defendant? And mightn’t that be going through the mind of and troubling the District Attorney 
as he mulls the weighty decision of whether to pull the trigger? 
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